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Abstract
In a society where the selling of serial killers' personal items is a profitable
business and killers are the focus of many facets of entertainment such as biopics,
crime novels, films, and the television network TruTV it is not surprising that a
series about a killer debuting in 2006 would be the highest rated premiere of its
home network Showtime, or that its viewership would increase by 84o/o between
the pilot and season one finale. The serie s Dexter does, after all, follow the everyday
routine of a seriat killer, even giving the audience a glimpse into his innermost
thoughts. However, while the national fascination with serial killers does factor
into the popularity of Dexter, it cannot be the sole cause of the large fan base and
zealous following that the series has gathered in its six seasons. The initial curiosity
of the viewer to observe someone as unusual as a psychopathic killer may have been
enough to draw in an audience, but what keeps them watching is the manipulation
of details by the writers and producers to create a drama that both satisfies our
curiosity about a modern day monster and also showcases a protagonist that is
relatable in a very surprising way. From the voiceovers they implement to give the
audience a more personal glimpse into their protagonist's mind to the code that
aligns him with American morals, every aspect of the show has a Purpose. Even
the portrayal of Dexter Morgan-his dress, attitude, and past-is enough to cause
audiences to name him'America's Favorite Serial Killerl'
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The notoriety that came from murdering thirty-three young men brought
serial killer )ohn Wayne Gacy both fame and fortune. Underneath his well-adjusted
public faqade as persona "Pogo the clowni' however, Gacy was a sexual predator
and murderer.

In 1980,

he was convicted for his crimes, and soon became famous--

or, rather, infamous--for his deeds, even earning the nickname "the Killer Clownlil

During his fourteen years on death row, Gacy turned a profit from his newfound
notoriety by marketing his own paintings, some of which sold for five figures.2 He
was so well known, in fact, that thirteen years after his 1994 execution a website
called daisyseven.com offered

a

license plate from Gacy's snowplow for $1,700.3 For

the killer clown, crime did--and continues to-- pay.

fohn Wayne Gacy, however, was not the only serial killer who profited
from his crimes. Artwork produced by Charles Manson regularly sells for threeand four-figures, and a simple envelope addressed in the handwriting of fallen
Panamanian dictator General Manuel Noriega sells for $350.4 Even bodilyproducts
such as fingernail clippings and locks of hair from a criminal can turn a profit. The
sale of such items has been termed "murderabilia" by the director of the Houstonbased Mayor's Crime Victims Office, AndyKahans and serves as just one facet of the

cultural fascination with murder. Killers are frequently the focus of both fiction and
non-fiction television programs like Criminal Minds and America! Most Wanted
as well as biopics, crime novels, films, and the television network TruTV. Even in
many news stations the slogan "if it bleeds it leads" expresses the high viewership
that murder gathers. It seems that our nation's preoccupation with criminal activity
knows no boundaries in the entertainment industry.
America's interest in murder is not a phenomenon limited to the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries, but instead was part of a cultural shift in the way the

public viewed killers, beginning in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.6 At this time the common publications surrounding a murder were
execution sermons that detailed the spiritual motives for and ramifications of
murder. Beginning in the late 1600s these sermons began giving way to a rise in
popularity of Gothic horror and mystery that turned the focus away from the
criminal and to the crime itself, detailing the horror of the deed and the steps taken
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in the judiciary system to bring the perpetrator to justice.T Through this change in

focus, the murderer was no longer simply a member of the community who had
erred in his ways, but was now a full-fledged monster, a person apart from the

community, against whom the reader's normalcy was reaffi.rmed.8 In this way, the
new, more grotesque criminal serves as a source of both repulsion and intrigue.
His disgusting deeds and absurdities create distance between his corrupt moral
character and the audience's own propensity for evil-a benefit not received from
the previous execution sermons. Therefore, studying him is at once abhorrent, and
yet, perhaps somehow reassuring. Regardless, this characterization has persisted
into today, where criminals continue to horrify and yet fascinate their audiences.

Fictional protagonist Dexter Morgan is one such criminal. A goodlooking, average American guy, Dexter works as a blood spatter analyst for the
Miami Metro Police Department while moonlighting as a serial killer. Dexter may
be an average ]oe, but his specific victimology distinguishes him from other killers,
because he murders only those who have killed. This quirk and his obsession with
blood are both attributed to the murder and dismemberment of his mother that
Dexter witnessed as a child. Following this tragedy, Dexter was adopted by Officer
Harry Morgan, who redirected Dexter's violent impulses as a teen into what he
considered a more acceptable outlet. He established a code by which Dexter is able
to kill, requiring him to kill only those who have committed murder and only when
he has proof of their guilt. He also advised Dexter to emulate a normal life in any
way possible. Thus, Dexter Morgan is a criminal with certain standards who hides

in plain sight.
Considering America's interest in crime, it should come as no surprise
that when Dexter debuted in 2006 it was the highest rated premiere of its home

pilot and
season one finale.e The series does, after all, follow the everyday routine of a serial
killer, even giving the audience a glimpse into his innermost thoughts. If people
are willing to buy memorabilia from real-life killers, it is not a stretch to assume
that the popularity of a television show about a fictional serial killer would be
tremendous. What is surprising, however, is the discovery that the audience could
sympathize with and even cheer on this serial killer. In the Gothic tradition, most
crime-related media centers on the killer as a monster figure.r0 Fictional television
network Showtime, and that its viewership increased by
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programs showcase law enforcement officials as their heroes, and biographies
discuss not only the odious deeds of the criminal, but also highlight the method
and process of his arrest, trial and execution. It is also important to note that in all
of these cases, audiences study the intricacies of the killer's life and his crimes from
a safe distance, both in space and time. Most of the serial killers revered in America
became famous only after they were no longer a threat to the general public. While
fans of Dexter may be observing from the safety of their own homes, they follow a
serial killer who functions as the protagonist and watch as he commits his murders

and evades capture and arrest in almost every season. In order to negate traditional
sentiment, writers and producers skillfully implement voice-overs that provide us

with Dexter's inner monologue in order to make him familiar to the audience.
Th.y also establish a code by which he kills that is parallel to American values
and create a mundane protagonist whose kitling ritual is downplayed as a tragic
flaw to be pitied. Even the portrayal of Dexter's personality and past is carefully
crafted to blur the line between a psychopath and a normal citizen. Through all
of these inventions and many other details within the show, the series turns the
Gothic paradigm upside down by changing a typically horrifying figure into such
a likeable character that he has been nicknamed 'America's Favorite Serial Killerl'
The national fascination with serial killers does factor into the popularity of the
Showtime series Dexter, but it cannot be the sole cause of the large fan base and
zealous following that the series has gathered in its six seasons. The initial curiosity
of the viewer to observe someone as unusual as a psychopathic killer mayhave been

enough to draw in an audience, but what keeps them watching is the manipulation
of details by the writers and producers to create a drama that both satisfies our

curiosity about a modern-day monster but also showcases a protagonist that is
relatable in a very surprising way.
This manipulation of details within the series Dexter is only a small
part of the distortion ofperception present in the Information Age. Author Charles
West explores several factors that can cause information distortion, some of which
are employed by writers and producers of Dexter. Within the realm of emotional
influence, West defines several aspects of feeling that contribute to information
distortion, including affects and values. Affect refers to an emotion that is aroused
by u particular object, phrase, idea, etc., and is important in acquiring and
maintaining values.rr These values, in turn, play a role in an audience's acceptance
of an argument. People are more likely to accept invalid arguments if they agree
with them and more likely to doubt valid arguments if they disagree with them.
Writers and producers of Dexter must therefore craft a character and show that
1l
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with Americans'sensibilities in order for the audience to accept them.
It is therefore vital that Dexter emulate-or at least not contradict- typical
American morals. Though he is a serial killer and captures some of the audience's
fascination with all things morbid, he does not completely violate all of the typical
standards of morality in his killing ritual or personality, in part due to the rules
outlined in Harry's code. Most obviously, this signifies that Dexter murders only
other killers-which a portion of the public tikely believes should be executed.
Children almost never fit the code and thus Dexter never murders a child. This
allows him to be deemed a higher class of killer because crimes against children
are considered especially heinous. Both of these principles-whether attributed
to Harry's code or part of Dexter's personality-- 1u11 the audience into a sense of
security because law-abiding citizens and their children could not fall prey to
Dexter's violence. Although some would argue that Dexter's killing ritual involves
sexual symbolism through the plunging of the knife, he does not sexually assault
his victims, helping to further diminish the stigma attached to his kills. Nor do the
producers film the kill scenes in a particularly bloody or gory manner, as is seen in
many horror films such as the Saw series. This helps the audience maintain their
agree

curiosity about Dexter because they are not disgusted by his deeds.
Dexter's voiceovers also help the audience incorporate him into their frame
of reference by questioning social standards, making Dexter more familiar to the
audience, and making him relatable. In the first of these, the audience is provided

with an alternative perspective to otherwise mundane events. In the first episode,
Dexter articulates his confusion about humanity after visiting a seafood bar:
"Needless to say I have some unusual habits, yet all these socially acceptable people
cant wait to pick up hammers and smash their food to bits. Normal people are so

hostilel'r2 This instance and others similar to it reflect a propensity for violence in
every human, and suggest to the audience that it is simply the standards of society
that determine which forms are acceptable. In other instances, Dexter's insights
simply cause the audience to question the purpose of a culture's rituals. For example,
after Maria LaGuerta shows romantic interest in Dexter, he muses, "I thought l was
creepy."l3 Much like cross-cultural observations, Dexter's perceptions remind the
audience that the definition of normal is a variable concept. Both of these fypes
of voiceovers undermine the typical stigma that society places on serial killers by

pointing out the violence and oddities of those within the normal community.
The inner monologue of Dexter's voiceovers also establishes familiarity
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and a sense of trust with his character. |asmine Teuteberg expands upon this idea
in her own thesis concerning the creation of sympathy for Dexter Morgan. She

points out that although traditionally a story is narrated by a character that does
not tell the story from the same time or place as the characters, Dexter's narration
enhances the plot in a different waybecause he describes the action from within the
story, as it is taking place.ra In both cases, the narrator shares otherwise unknown
information with the audience, but in Dexter's case this sharing of information
takes the form of an insight into his true self, including his darker side. She claims
thatthe waythe show reconciles this is through the use of humor: "[His humor
is] more this 'fun thing' that takes away all the scary and eerie of Dexter's dark
side. Especially, when he murders another culprit, he gives comments which do
either not relate to the scene at all or the comments are again so ironic that it is
really difficult to feel shocked by the scene. Therewith'the evil' is taken away from
Dexter's person."rs In other words, the black humor and irony that Dexter employs

in his voiceovers distracts from the fact that he is an unwholesome character. This
is because, as Teuteberg explains, the use of humor implies that Dexter shares
a frame of reference with the audience.r6 Even a monster such as Dexter must
have a knowledge of social customs in order to make jokes that the audience will
understand and accept.
Aside from becoming familiar with Dexter's personality, his voiceovers also
mirror many of the fears, doubts, insecurities and questions that every person faces
at some point in his or her life. Though most fans of the show are not harboring
secret crimes, every person experiences insecurity and self-doubt, so even Dexter's

self-loathing comments are relatable. The voiceovers that close episodes often echo
these sentiments. As he reflects at the end of season two: 'Am I evil? Am I good?
I'm done asking those questions. I dont have the answers. Does anyone?",, By
asking rhetorical questions such as these, the show is able to apply universality to a
character with whom most people would prefer not to identifir.
Even the darker side of Dexter may provide comparisons for the audience.
Assistant professors of social psychology at Oklahoma State University Melissa

and Edward Burkley discuss how the psychological theories of Sigmund Freud
and Carl ]ung express the audience's association with Dexter's darker tendencies,
including what is known as his "Dark Passenger." Freud ultimately concluded that
the dark subconscious is something to be destroyed, while Iung concluded that the
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dark subconscious is part of a person's identity and should be incorporated with
the rest of the personality. In the ]ungian hero myth there is a Hero, Shadow (evil
force), and OId Wise Man. In Dexter, his Shadow--or Dark Passenger--makes up
the vast majority of Dexter's personality, and Dexter relies on it because "he feels
it is all he has."18 The author points out that the show highlights the "dark half"-as |ung termed it--in common people. IunB believed that this 'Uark half" needed

to be incorporated into and balanced with the personality, which is exactly what
Dexter tries to do. The authors claim that the audience's identification with Dexter's
Dark Passenger is what makes the show popular. Th.y also reinforce Dexter as the
Hero Archetype and claim that part of the Shadow he has to defeat each season is
a character that he spends the entirety of the season trying to eradicate, a character
that personifies an aspect of his Dark Passenger.'' By eventuallykilling them, Dexter
is choosing to let his Hero side ultimately triumph, a victory that agrees with the
human need for success and the universal hope that good will triumph over evil.20
Another factor noted by West that influences our perceptions is the
perceived prestige of the communicator. The willingness to believe a message given
by a person of real or fabricated authority has been termed "The Doctor Fox Effect"

and occurs even with figures that are not knowledgeable in the subject they are
discussing,2r such as singers or actors who espouse political opinions. Fans of these
celebrities may subscribe to their political beliefs because of the authority that fame
lends them, regardless of a lack of expertise. Other influencing factors include the
power and popularity of the communicator. In other words, if Dexter Morgan is
established as an expert who is both powerful and likeable, the audience is more
Iikely to accept his devious lifestyle as a killer.
Similarly, a study by Barbara Krahe proposed a

link between the success
of an individual and a person's association with that individual. In this study,
participants were more likely to relate themselves to the individual in a scenario
if the individual was successful.22 Similar demographics (i.e., same age group,
occupation, etc.) increased the amount of perceived relatedness in situations
where the imagined figure was successful, but did not correlate in situations
where the imagined figure was unsuccessful.23 A possible conclusion from these

18 Edward Burkley and Melissa Burkley, "The Dark Passenger in All of Usi' inThe
Psychology of Dexter, ed. Bella DePaulo (Dallas: BenBella, 2010), 135
19 Burkley,139.
Burkley,139.
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ph&j id:SPQ& site:ehost- I ive.
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findings is that people tend to associate with successful individuals as a form of
ego preservation and self-esteem boost. Because people tend to like those they see

similar to themselves, it follows that these successful individuals would be more
well-liked. According to these findings, because Dexter Morgan is successful, the
as

audience likes him and thus supports him.
Subtle hints in the show influence the audience's perception of Dexter's

which in turn makes him a more relatable and believable character.
Although Harry instructs Dexter to blend in with the rest of society, small
indicators reveal Dexter's monetary and job success. For example, in season one,
success,

where his character is established, Dexter has a modest apartment instead of a huge
house and drives a sedan instead of an SUV or other large vehicle, but he also owns
a boat, indicating that his salary is enough to furnish certain luxuries. When his

co-worker, Sergeant |ames Doakes stalks Dexter in season two, he rattles off a list
of things that make Dexter look suspicious, which include some accomplishments:
"You were top of your class in med school but you traded it for ft**ing blood

I know you studied martial

arts in college. But I dont know what a lab
geek needs with advanced jujitsu."2a From these comments, it can be inferred that
Dexter is both intelligent and fit--indicating both mental and physical success.
spatter.

Dexter also experiences social success in his relationships with his sister, girlfriend,
and coworkers, despite his claims of cluelessness.
The main way in which Dexter is successful, however, is through his evasion

of capture. On a day-to-day basis he manages to keep each person in his life in the
dark about his murders, and he also manages to evade capture as the notorious Bay
Harbor Butcher in season two. Though his outcome seems bleak when the FBI are
called in to investigate Miami's most recent serial killer, Dexter manages to stay one
step ahead of them by first turning off the air conditioning in the mobile morgue

in order to ruin the recovered body parts25 and later composing a thirty-two page
serial killer manifesto to send the members of Miami Metro chasing false 1eads.26
Though each of his endeavors is eventually thwarted and cannot be the reason
for his evasion of capture, they demonstrate Dexter's ability to problem-solve, an
ability that, while common among organized serial killers, still reflects success. As
is shown by Barbara Krahe's study, an audience is more likely to identify with a
successful character, regardless of the reason for or kind of success, making Dexter

relatable and thus likeable.
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Another facet of a speaker's likeabilitylies within his physical attractiveness.
Adam |. Rubenstein, |udith H. Langlois, and Lori A. Roggman, using the results of
several studies, suggest that universal, cross-cultural standards for attractiveness

exist. This group used meta-analysis

to study

Likert-type ratings

of facial

attractiveness among thousands of people from various demographics (young, old,
male, and female)." The ratings of those within the same ethnic and cultural subsets
and also those from different ethnic and cultural backgrounds were similar, with

within the same cultural group, an eighty-eight
percent rating across ethnicities and a ninety-four percent rating across cultures.28
Though individual preference may play a small role in attractiveness, the majority
a ninety percent reliability rating

of people hold the same standards for beauty.
Like real-life serial killer Ted Bundy, the attractiveness of Michael C. Hall,
the actor who portrays Dexter, helps him charm his way out of being arrested for his
crimes within the show, but it also beguiles the audience into liking him. Producer
Sarah Colleton marvels at his appearance in commentary, saying, "He's so good
looking, Michael Hall..."2e and later remarks that, "yot can tell he's a good kisser."30

From her tone in these remarks, it is clear that Michael C. Hall's appearance is
captivating, especially to the opposite sex. Even characters within the show find
Dexter attractive: Lieutenant Maria LaGuerta shows interest in Dexter in episode
one, and Dexter maintains a physical relationship with Rita Bennett, Lila Tournay,
and Lumen Pierce throughout the series. If each of these characters finds Dexter
attractive there is a good chance many of the show's fans do, as well.
Dexter's "average Joe" dress and grooming also make him relatable to many
viewers. Though it is not often the case, many people stereotype real-life serial
killers as being dirty and unkempt in appearance. This stereotype is commonly
utilized by many crime shows to create a horrifying figure. Dexter, on the other
hand, is always clean-shaven, maintains a relatively short hairstyle and dresses in a
very non-descript, casual manner. If they had to be categorized, his button-down
shirts and khaki pants are indicative of a preppy, all-American style, which does
not change for Dexter's unwholesome activities, such as stalking or murdering his
victims. This lack of transformation in dress allows the audience to blend the idea
of Dexter as a regular guy with Dexter as a serial killer. In other words, if we are able
to accept Dexter in his daily life, we are more able to accept his kills.
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To further underscore Dexter's appealing qualities, the show highlights the

unwholesome aspects of certain characters and humanity as a whole, putting them
in sharp contrast to Dexter's image. The first and most subtle way the producers
emphasize these qualities is through scenes of everyday life that appear just as
barbaric as Dexter's killing ritual. The title sequence is saturated with these types of
images, from the first blood of the mosquito Dexter swats on his arm to the ritualistic
butchering and sautding of breakfast. It is the music that accompanies these images
that sets the true tone, however. Producer Sarah Colleton explains, "What we didnt
want is music that was ominous or sort of underscored what the picture was. We

wanted something that was a counterpoint so it's slightly jaunty and playful and
yet you're wondering'What is it that I'm seeing?"'rt It is the music that sets the title
sequence apart from those of other crime dramas. Instead of creating suspense and
fear, the music contrasts the violence to produce a feeling of curiosity. Its role is so

important, in fact, that executive producer Clyde Phitlips admits that they cut the
picture to fit the music rather than the other way around.32 The musical disparity

in Dexter is not just present in the title sequence, but continues throughout the
series with the use of upbeat Latin-American music interspersed between scenes
of violence. In the pilot episode a scene of Dexter and Deborah dining out opens
with a man slicing open a fish to be gutted and cooked. Split-second clips like these
might not be enough to sway the audience, but they contribute to the overall effect
of the show.

The supporting characters in the show also help make Dexter likable.
His relationships with his sister and girlfriend provide evidence of emotional

commitment, but other characters serve as backdrops upon which to compare
Dexter's own character. Angel Batista, for example, is as much of a best friend as
Dexter can have. Their scenes of male bonding allow the audience to believe that
Dexter is a normal man of his age. As producer Sarah Colleton notes, "What's great
about David Zayas playrng Batista is that he's so soulful and he is so normal and he
absolutely thinks Dexter is a normal, regular guy and I think he helps the world and
the audience sort of accept Dexter because they're just a couple of guys."33 Colleton
points out that Batista's character helps to improve Dexter's reputation through
their friendship.
If Angel serves to reaffirm that Dexter is just one of the guys by making
him normal by proxy, Vince Masuka reaffirms this normalcy through his own

31
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outlandish personality. Comments such as "Who's your daddy?"3a and "The boss's
watermelons look bigger on TV'3s convey an obsession with sex that translates into
an inappropriate workplace attitude. His perversion also makes Masuka seem trashy

and thus more offensive than Dexter who in season one shows very little interest
in sex and later develops socially acceptable sexual relationships. Even producer
Sarah Colleton mentions Masuka as a foil to Batista by having the opposite effect
on Dexter's reputation: "...On the other hand Masuka who is so out there also helps
Dexter seem normall'36 When compared to the socially inept and sexually deviant
lab technician, Dexter seems like just another eccentric member of society instead
of the social pariah that serial killers are.
Though Dexter exhibits many of the characteristics of a likable person, his
character also embodies a psychopathic serial killer that is defined by characteristics

that differ strongly from likeability standards. Ochberg et al define a specific type
of serial killer called the "lethal predator." They characterize these individuals
with the following description: "They are deliberate, sadistic, and often highly
intelligent. Their crimes tend to be carried out in a ritualistic manner, have a strong
sexual component...They are hunters. They plan, then pursue, charm, capture,
torture, and kill their preyl'37 Th.y assert that such killers will commit violent
crimes as long as they are able, and that they are not capable of being cured by
any form of treatment.38 In fact, the authors claim that these criminals are capable

of manipulating the individuals administering the treatment into believing that
progress has been made.3e

A particular facet of the profile that contradicts the standards of likeability
is psychopathy. Psychopaths are typically distinguished by a deficiency of emotion,
a trait that causes them to view people as objects.ao Because they see people as only
a means to their own wants and needs, psychopaths are often skilled at charm and
manipulation. Th.y also tend to engage in high risk behavior and lack stability in
personal relationships and their jobs. A recent study hypothesized that a different
type of psychopath, characterizedas a "successful psychopathl'would fit the typical
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standards of psychopathy but score higher in an evaluation of conscientiousness.ar

The results confirmed the hypothesis, with prototypic psychopaths exhibiting
higher amounts of impulsivity, irresponsibility and negligence.a2 It is suggested
that these traits might lead to their increase in criminal behavior and capture. The
character Dexter,

he is presented within the series, could be labeled a "successful
psychopathl' However, because of the indirect nature of the study, this data may be
as

biased and further examination should be done to validate these findings.

Another facet of the lethal predator profile is sexual sadism, characterized
by the arousal of the perpetrator from the pain or suffering of another person.a3 This
pain can be in the form of sexual violence such as rape or penetration with a foreign
object, or can be other forms of torture, both physical and psychological.aa Some
predators even become aroused due to the fear of their victims, and resuscitate
victims who are close to death simply to prolong the torture. Gacy, for example,
raped and whipped a victim repeatedly, administering chloroform so frequently
that when the victim was finally released he had permanent liver damage.as
Psychologist |ared DeFife argues that Dexter Morgan is a classic example of
a lethal predator. As he points out, the series opens with Dexter hunting the streets

of Miami for his latest prey.46 In this case and all subsequent cases, Dexter chooses
victims and stalks them before capturing, killing, and disposing of them. Like the
lethal predator profile, Dexter also has

a

very strict killing ritual, involving disabling

his victim with a tranquilizer, preparing the kill room, torturing the victim with
evidence of his or her crimes, and finally stabbing the victim in the chest. Dexter
also exhibits many of the symptoms of the psychopathy that is generally included
in the profile: he does not understand emotions such as grief or empathy, shows no
remorse for his kills, and is very skilled at manipulating every person in his life into
believing that he is a regular guy.a1 There is even some evidence of Dexter seeing
people as objects as a psychopath would. For example, he begins dating Rita simply
as a way of blending into society.a8 Even in season four, he reflects, "I became a
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husband, a father. I had to evolve; it was the only way to survive."ae Though other
evidence suggests that Dexter's motives are more emotional than practical, on the
surface his reasoning is more indicative of a psychopath. He is also

willing to take

precautionary measures to avoid arrest, such as creating the kill room and wearing
a special outfit for kills, making him an organized serial killer. He also chooses
his victims ahead of time and must first prove their guilt, showing foresight and
planning. Finally, DeFife argues that Dexter has a sexual component to his killing
ritual. Though this sexual component is not as direct (nor as disturbing) as raPe or
necromancy, Dexter achieves a form of arousal through his ritual. This arousal even
spills over into his personal relationships with both Rita and Lumen.
However, while Dexter is superficially presented as a psychopath, there are
instances in which he contradicts those same standards. Though true psychopathic

killers are not capable of selfless thought, Dexter's personality can be considered
warm and kind based on evidence in the show. Though their conversations are
usually witty and playful, Dexter fulfilts a protective role in his relationship with
his adoptive sister, Deborah. In the pilot episode, Dexter remarks, "I dont have
feelings about anything, but if I could have feelings at all, I'd have them for Debl'50
The producers lead us to believe that Dexter is incapable of experiencing emotion
and showing affection in the way that others do, but that he does have strong
human bonds, one of which is his connection to Deb. The biggest testament to
this relationship is the fact that Dexter chooses not to kill Deb when his biological
brother Rudy wants him to in the season one finale. In fact, the producers changed
the original climax in IeffLindsay's novel Darkly Dreaming Dexter from a question
about whether Dexter will kill Deborah to a tension over whether he will kill his
biological brother. Producer Daniel Cerone summarizes, "The climax of the book
was, 'Will Dexter or will Dexter not kill his sister in order to join his brother?'
and from very early in the season we knew that you're not going to buy that. I
mean, Dexter and Deborah have too strong a relationship and it felt like what we as
writers call 'schmuck bait' to set up that dilemma when the audience knows darn
well that he's not going to kill herl'sr The producers, therefore, believe that Dexter
and Deborah's relationship was so strongly developed through the season that their
audience would not believe Dexter capable of killing her, despite another strong
connection-that with his biological brother. If we were to believe that Dexter is a
true psychopath, Deborah's connection to him would not matter, and it would show
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great restraint that he would turn down the

kill. The fact that he does, suggests that

he is in fact capable of human bonds and emotions.

From the very beginning it is also established that Dexter has a soft spot for
children. Aside from not killing them, Dexter also profoundly enjoys the company
of children and cares for them. When he visits Rita he entertains her two children,
Astor and Cody, brings them treats such as ice cream, and even pulls a splinter

from Astor's hand. When she cries after this incident, he reflects, "If I had a heart,
it might be breaking right nowl's2 In other words, if Dexter could fully express his
emotions, Astor would provoke them. His feelings are so profound, in fact, that
Dexter protects Astor and Cody on several occasions. When Lila traps Dexter and
the children inside her burning apartment, Dexter knocks out a window and helps
Astor and Cody to safety before finding away out for himself.s3 Though Astor and
Cody are part of Dexter's disguise, a psychopath would continue only to see them
as a means to an end. Instead of insuring their escape first, Dexter would have
found his own way out and then possibly helped Astor and Cody to safety.
Writers seem to hint that the cause of his attachment to children is
Dexter's own lost innocence. In season two, the desire to save his own innocence
is expressed through a fantasy Dexter has during a narcotics anonymous meeting.
In this daydream, Dexter sees himself as the recently created comic book hero, The
Dark Defender, and steps in to rescue his mother. It is Lila, however, that points out
that the fantasy may have other meanings: "Have you thought maybe you werent
saving your mother in this dream, maybe you were saving yourself? ...This could
be where your addiction started."sa Though Lila is referring to an unreal addiction
to heroin and not Dexter's murders, she very aptly identifies the source of Dexter's
violent past. By shedding light on Dexter as a child who lost his innocence at a
very young age, viewers have sympathy for a criminal, now considering him a
simultaneous victim and vigilante.
Even in situations where Dexter is not warm and caring the producers put
a negative slant on his lack of emotion that Dexter recognizes in the series. In the
very first episode he admits, "People fake a lot of human interactions, but I feel like
I fake them all, and I fake them very well. That's my burden, I guessl'55 By his own
admission, Dexter feels that his lack of human emotion is a hanrdicap instead of an
advantage, and his doubt about his own self-analysis suggests he is humble. He is so
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bothered by his lack of emotion, in fact, that it is expressed through self-loathing.
His narcotics anonymous monologue summarizes his feelings about himself and
his ritual through the metaphor of the Dark Passenger: "I'm not sure what I am. I
just know there's something dark in me. I hide it. I certainly dont talk about it. But
it's there. Always. This Dark Passenger. And when he's driving I feel...alive, halfsick with the thrill, the complete wrongness. I dont fight him; I dont want to. He's
all I've got. Nothing else could love me. Not even...especially not me. Or is that
just a lie the Dark Passenger tells me?"56 This hatred of self becomes even more
pronounced at the end of season four when Dexter mourns, "It doesn't matter what
I do, what I choose. I'm what's wrongi'57 These expressions of cluelessness and selfloathing gather pity from the audience, allowing them to sympathize with Dexter
despite his murders.
As has been proven by example, however, society does not regard actual
serial killers with the same adoration that Dexter enjoys. Dexter copycats such as
Mark Twitchell have faced public criticism and legal punishment. The Canadian
fiIm-maker viewed himself as a real-life version of Dexter Morgan, even updating
his facebook status on August 15, 2008 to read, "Mark has way too much in common
with Dexter MorganJ'58 His obsession became even more evident when Twitchell
wrote a script for a short, low-budget horror film he titled "House of Cardsl' the
plot of which followed Dexter's modus operandi. After filming his kill scene with an
amateur actor, police believe TWitchell lived the script by murdering thirty-eight
year-old John Atlinger.5e He was arrested on October 31, 2008 and his trial began
in March of 2011.60 He pled not guilty to all charges.61
In a similar case, seventeen-year-old Andrew Conley murdered his tenyear-old brother. Though Conley did not use Dexter's modus operandi, he shared
Mark TWitchell's obsession with the show. On the night he turned himself in to
the police, Conleybrought up the show: "I dont know if youve heard of it, but
it's called Dexter.It's on Showtime. I feel like him because he's a serial killer of,
like, bad people. I just feel like himl'62 These feelings are more than a superficial
comparison, however. Conley strongly identified with the emptiness of the
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psychopathic protagonist. He admitted to police, "I don't see why sometimes people
get so huPpy over something, or upset over a little thing. I just sit there with a blank

to Dexter's voiceovers, Conley's statement insinuates that he does
not understand human emotion. Conley's emotional distance, however, may have
come from a different source. He battled depression and attempted suicide on at
least two occasions.6a After turning himself in, Conley pled guilty to the murder of
his brother and was sentenced to life in prison.
Mark Twitchell and Andrew Conley may have gathered as much media
attention as their fictional hero, Dexter Morgan, but unlike Dexter they have not
gathered millions of fans. Instead, they are both seen as villains in crime media
such as a 20/20 program focusing on their cases. While Dexter Morgan is viewed
as normal by almost every person with whom he comes in contact, Twitchell and
Conley were not. Both Twitchell's ex-girlfriend and the amateur actor hired to play
the murder victim in his film expressed a feeling of suspicion or fear when they
mentioned him. Critics have honed in on his obsessive personality, presenting
Twitchell as an outlier to society instead of the norm. Because society condemns
those with mental illness, Conley's depression and attempted suicides made him
an outcast to be feared while preventing him from gathering the support that
Dexter Morgan does. In fact, both Twitchell and Conley have garnered criticism
not only of themselves, but also of their favorite show, causing some to question the
connection between entertainment and reality. They serve as proof that in society,
face."63 Similar

Dexter's crimes are punishable by law, regardless of motive.
America is a culture fascinated with serial killers. We watch them on the
news and in fictional television programs, we read about them in the newspaper,

and pop culture references to the most notorious of them abound. However, the
vast majority of these sources follow the Gothic Tradition of showcasing the killer

villain who disturbs us and also reassures our own normalcy and faith in the
justice system. The Showtime serie s Dexter, on the other hand, gives Americans
as a

another reason to be fascinated. While telling us that Dexter Morgan is a vicious,
psychopathic serial killer, they show us that he is someone we can trust and to whom
we can even relate. Th.y accomplish this through a myriad of minor manipulations
within the series. Dexter's personality, which is superficially psychopathic, is also

humble, friendly, and affectionate. Even minor details such as his wardrobe and
kill suit convince us of his normalcy. His kills, though ripe with ritual, sexual
symbolism and torture, are filmed in such a way as to downplay the gore. Even
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his victims are predators-and thus they are members of society that the audience

does not mind to see wiped out. Through this back and forth of good and evil,
the audience is intrigued and yet sympathetic to a normally villainous protagonist.

would not have been able to maintain enough popularity to run
for six seasons and has been renewed for two more.
Though we marvel at the clever manipulations the writers and producers of
the show have employed, they present a very dangerous possibility in our society:
copycat killers. Because Dexter is a character who is successful and popular despite
his dark passenger, he becomes a hero and the show becomes an obsession for

Without

tt, Dexter

those battling their own dark sides. Though Dexter is likable in manyways, his kills
still promote violence. Through the interpretation of a weakened mind, copycats

such as Mark TWitchell and Andrew Conley have taken a form of entertainment
and turned it into a lifestyle. Though Dexter Morgan is well-respected within and

without of the show, these two men have shown that society does not give the same
respect to his real-life counterparts. In this context, manipulation becomes a very
dangerous effect which distorts reality, going past amusement and into the realm
of murder. Though many would argue that violent video games desensitize their
players and turn normal people into aggressive thrill-seekers, it might just be the
more subtle threat that is the most menacing. Video game players are aware of their
murder role-playing, but it is likely that not all fans of Dexter understand that not

all-or

matter-serial killers act like Dexter Morgan. Ignorance,
while considered bliss, might just be the most frightening facet of Dexter.
any known for that
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